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A Beacon is not a destination - It just helps to light the way

HAPPY 1980
THE SEVENTY‑FIFTH ANNIVERSARY YEAR
It's a little difficult to project one's thoughts from September to
January, but all too soon 1980 will be here, and a brand new
year to do with as we will.
Let us pause for a while and reflect on the dreams and aspirations of our brethren 75 years ago. It has been said, "We are the
heirs of the past and the ancestors of the future." Let us, therefore, regard ourselves as heirs to a priceless heritage, delivered
to us by those brethren who laid the foundation of our beloved
craft in Alberta many years ago.
The Masonic year June 1980 to June 1981 has been established as the "75th Anniversary
Year of Masonry in Alberta." It is now time for you to start planning your celebrations; so as
to have as much involvement and participation as possible, this can be done at the lodge and
(Continued on page 2)
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or district level, with emphasis on "Thanksgiving and Rededication" to the basic principles of
our Craft and keeping within the bounds of the dignity of its principles.
Only by a dedication to the application in our lives of the basic philosophy of Freemasonry,
can we achieve satisfaction, and we all, in our daily conduct, should exemplify the beauties
of Brotherhood and Tolerance. Let us, everyone, in this New Year demonstrate to the full, the
glories of Brotherly Love, Relief, and Truth.
The year ahead is like a blank diary to be filled with the records of our activities and events,
each day is a page where on we shall write not only what we do, but more important also
what we are. Many pages will join one another to form chapters, for great and fine things we
seldom achieved between sunrise and sunset of a single day. It takes many days to accomplish worthwhile projects. Only follies require but a moment, or an hour.
In our diary dedicated to the principles of our beloved craft may there be no need for erasures
or blots to mar its shining pages.
May much joy be recorded therein, and the quiet contentment that comes from congenial
work well done.
May the realization of things that have been dreamed of and prayed for, be engraven there in
golden lettering.
May it memorialize in red and gold your contribution to the advancement of humanity.
May it chart your course forward and upward along paths of prosperity, spiritual progress and
enduring peace.
May the Great A of the Universe prosper all our united endeavours, and may at the end find
you a better individual, a better citizen, a friend, and a Mason. A Hearty, Sincere, and Very
Happy New Year to You and Yours my Brethren.
Rt. Wor. Bro. W. E. Curly Foster
Deputy Grand Master

This (amended) New Years Message was written for the
Grand Lodge Bulletin in January 1980 by our departed
Bro. whom we all know as “Curly”.
See more on pages 7 - 9
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RW Bro Brent Chalmers was born 17 January 1954 in Brandon, MB, has
worked in the field of Education for 31 years and is currently a CTS teacher
at Lacombe Composite High School. He and his wife Nonie have 2 sons,
Gallagher and Gavin, who live in Vancouver and work as operative masons.
Brent enjoys restoring old motorcycles and maintains a 1934
Indian that he has owned and ridden since he was 16. Much to the delight
of the family dog, who sings with him during practice, Brent is a student of
the bagpipe and currently plays with the Innisfail Legion pipe band.
RWBro Chalmers was raised in 1999 in Viking Lodge No. 175 in
Gimli, Manitoba. He and his family moved to Didsbury in 2001 to enjoy the
mountain air. He soon affiliated with King Hiram Lodge No. 21, where he
served as Worshipful Master
between 2003 and 2005. He served as Grand Steward for MWBro Malcolm
Berry in 2006–2007.
Brent currently lives in Lacombe and has affiliated with Eureka
Lodge No. 10, where he served as Junior Warden in 2008. During his year
as Junior Warden he started a festive board meal program prior to meetings which is maintained to this day.
In the concordant bodies, he is a member of Central Valley of Scottish Rite and currently sits in the chair of the Senior Grand Warden. He is a
past Most Excellent Master in Prince of Wales Chapter of Royal Arch Masons in Selkirk Manitoba.

W Bro Brent Chalmers
DDGM Central District
1 Cranna Place
Lacombe, AB T4L 2N7
403-782-9353
prairiesand@shaw.ca

Reprinted from the Alberta FreeMason January 2011

Central District Officers 2008 - 2009
District Secretary
Higher Education & Bursary
Masonic Foundation
Research & Education

W. Bro. Grant Dixon
W. Bro. Dave Travers
V. W, Bro. Jay Buyers
W. Bro. Scott Campbell

403-755-2772
403-318-1638

grantdixon@shaw.ca
dtjr59@hotmail.com
bigredtruck@firehousemail.com
scott10@telus.net

403-318-7775

Central District Lodges - Meeting Nights

Official Visits

Innisfail #8

Innisfail

3rd Thursday

8:00 PM

January 20th

Eureka #10

Lacombe

4th Tuesday

8:00 PM

March 29th

Red Deer #12

Red Deer

2nd Tuesday

7:30 PM

Mountain View #16

Olds

1st Monday

8:00 PM

December 6th

Britannia #18

Ponoka

1st Wednesday

8:00 PM

November 3rd

Apollo #27

Stettler

3rd Thursday

8:00 PM

November 18th

Kenilworth #29

Red Deer

1st Tuesday

7:30 PM

February 1st

Kitchener #95

Rimbey

2nd Tuesday

7:30 PM

March 8th

Lochearn #151

Rocky Mountain House

2nd Thursday

7:30 PM

December 9th

Beacon #190

SomeRed
Lodges
meeting - check for
times
Deer have a meal before the
4thLodge
Monday
7:30
PM

March 28th

Central District Web Page

http://mastermason.com/Beacon190/ddgm.htm
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Operation: Northeast Angle
by Mark Honert, Junior Warden, Beacon Lodge 190

In October of 2009 Beacon Lodge 190
started Operation: Northeast Angle. This
project was inspired by the Northeast Angle
lecture that we all heard upon our initiation
into Freemasonry. At that time we were all
called upon “to exercise that virtue which
may justly be denominated the distinguishing characteristic of a Freemason’s
heart: I mean Charity.” At that moment
we all responded in the same manner. We
had nothing to give. However, we would
give if we had the power. Well, brethren,
you more than lived up to your word. You
gave generously of your time, talents, and
finances.
The objective of Operation: Northeast
Angle this year was to purchase the food for
the Loaves and Fishes Christmas dinner on
December 22, 2010, serve the meal, and
help with the clean up. Your response was
overwhelming. We had 30 brethren,
spouses, and family members from Beacon Lodge 190, Kenilworth Lodge #29, Red Deer
Lodge #12, and Apollo Lodge #27 volunteer. Our volunteers ranged in age from 6 months to
60 years old. I was a little concerned that we might be in violation of child labour laws by putting a six month old child to work. However, the child’s father (W.M. Mitch Thomson of Red
Deer Lodge #12) assured me it was high time that his daughter got a job. The monetary donations were equally impressive. As a result of donations of $1,493.08, our project expanded beyond providing Christmas dinner to include purchasing Christmas gifts for 23 families that the
Loaves and Fishes Benevolent society sponsors on a regular basis.
We also had a photographer from the Red Deer Advocate come to the dinner. His photograph of one of the younger volunteers, 6 year old Lukas, appeared in the December 23, 2010
edition of the newspaper. Again, I checked with his parents and no child labour laws were broken by having Lukas work at the Christmas dinner. They said that hard work builds character
and that Lukas was quite the character.
Congratulations, brethren, on cheerfully embracing the opportunity of practicing that
virtue - charity - which you profess to admire. Without your help this project would not have
been possible or such a success.
Thank you for a job well done.
The Beacon - Central District Masonic Newsletter
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Hosted by: Kitchener Lodge#95
Curling Saturday January 15, 2011
At Rimbey Curling Rink located in Rimbey Community Center.
Cost based on 32 curlers will be $20.00 (20 dollars) per curler.
Registration will be 9AM at the curling rink Jan 15 2011 with curling to follow.
Contact: W Bro. & MC (master curler) Allan Tarleton
403-843-5515 or artarton@telus.net

Beacon #190 - 47th Annual Burns Night Dinner
Monday January 24th
Red Deer Freemason Hall, 4811 - 52 Street
Refreshments 5 pm (cash Bar), Dinner 6 pm ($20) Lodge 7:30 pm

Immortal Memory by:
RW. Bro. David Roth, Sr. Grand Warden, GLA
MW Bro. Gerald Waldern, Grand Master, GLA will be in attendance
For and tickets contact: Bro. Mark Hornert J.W. 403-896-4465 mhonert@shaw.ca
The Beacon - Central District Masonic Newsletter
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46th Masonic Spring Workshop
April 15th 16th & 17th
Check out the new web site at:

http://www.masonicspringworkshop.ab.ca/

Notice
To Masons, Eastern Star and Royal Arch of Didsbury .AB

ROBBIE BURNS NIGHT 2011
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 8th

AT PASU FARM

COCKTAILS AT 6:45
DINNER AT 7:15
This will be a formal and traditional Masonic Burns Evening.
With a Scottish Buffet complimented by Fine Scotch and good Wines.

TICKETS
$25 PER PERSON
$45 PER COUPLE
(CASH OR CHEQUE ONLY)

60 seats will be available for this event. Seating will be held for King Hiram Lodge, Eastern
Star and Royal Arch of Didsbury A.B for the month of December.

FOR MORE DETAILS PLEASE CONTACT
King Hiram Lodge #21
or Philip de Rosemond 403 703 7870 phone
lderosemond@yahoo.ca email

The Beacon - Central District Masonic Newsletter

This event is not in our District, but has been posted at
the request of our D.D.G.M. as he is planning to attend
and would encourage Brethren to join him.
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FOSTER
Walter Edward (Curly)
1920-2010
I am satisfied my work on earth is done. I have closed my eyes to
perfect rest and surrender my soul to the Lord. Walter Edward Foster
passed away December 20, 2010 in his 91st. year. He was born in
Mansfield Woodhouse, England and arrived in Canada as a member
of the R.A.F. stationed at Penhold, when he met his wife Josephine. Walter spent
his working life as a painter and prided himself with his sign writing and other
creative and artistic skills. Dad enjoyed making others laugh, and always had a
joke with a twinkle in his eye. I'm sure many will remember his rendition of " Suzanna's a Funny Old Man". He was a devoted Master Mason for 60 years and
served as Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of Alberta 1980. Walter is survived
and lovingly remembered and will be missed by his daughter and son-in-law, Jacquie and Jack Swainson, Red Deer. He was a proud grandfather to Carolyn
Forrest (David) of Calgary and Michael Swainson of Red Deer. Great grandfather
to Davis, Jonathan, Brody, Chance, Brad and Adam. He is also survived by
nieces and nephews in England, Italy, British Columbia and Alberta. Walter was
predeceased by his son Walter (Jr.) and his wife Josephine, his parents, 2 brothers, Bill and Stan and 2 sisters Gladys and Joyce all of England. A family memorial will be held to celebrate Walter's life. Rest in peace Dad, and may the Supreme Architect of the Universe Bless you and keep you. Tributes to the memory
of Walter's life may be made to the charity of your choice.
Pasted from <http://www.albertalocalnews.com/reddeeradvocate/obituaries/>
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Bro. Foster hand made these and many other
Masonic Lodge Banners which hang proudly
in Lodges around Central Alberta. A lasting
memory to good and faithful Brother.
He will be missed.

Brethren gather at Bro. Curly”s home to help celebrate his
90th birthday and present him with a Certificate and Jewel
to mark 60 years in Freemasonry.
The Beacon - Central District Masonic Newsletter
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Reprinted from “A Tribute To Brother Curly”, April 5th 2005. Bro. Curly sat that evening as Worshipful Master’s and all offices
were filled by Past Grand Masters. To quote from the program “This may be a first in Freemasonry, where the presiding Grand
Master is received formally in open Lodge by a Lodge chaired by Past Grand Masters.

Farewell My Brother
The Beacon - Central District Masonic Newsletter
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Dear Brethren
I am writing to you as a point of contact for
each of the seventy-two deliveries so far of the
2009 Prestonian Lecture that I had the pleasure
of presenting in your lodges between March 2009
and December 2010. This is in order to thank you
once again for your hospitality on those occasions, your reception of the Lecture and your
generous donations to the two charitable causes
W Bro. John Wade
for which I sold the booklets.
I hope to complete my visits to the English
provinces during 2011, in order to have a completely balanced view of
processions within all the provinces through my contacts with the
various provincial libraries, lodge/provincial historians, etc.
The net profit from the sale of the booklets is now in excess of
£11,000. I have already given £4,000 to the Cavendish Cancer Care
Appeal in Sheffield and about to give a further £1,500 to this worthy
cause tomorrow, 15 December. There will be further donations resulting from the invitations I have continued to receive - 6 already arranged in 2011.
With regard to the donations for Masonic Research in Sheffield,
the situation changed during 2010. Following the unfortunate closure
of the Centre for Research in Freemasonry and Fraternalism at the
University of Sheffield, I needed to decide what to do about the 50%
share of what I had raised for the Centre. With the agreement of the
University of Sheffield and various Masonic bodies and individuals
who had contributed books - through loans and donations - I have
given £4,000 to the Sheffield Masonic Hall Company for the purchase
of oak bookcases to house the complete collection of books from the
CRFF at Tapton Hall, Sheffield. This means that the CRFF collection
has been added to the already substantial library of books under the
care of the Hallamshire College Library (SRIA) at Tapton Hall. Access to the collection is open to Masonic researchers from anywhere
in the world, both Freemasons and other academic scholars, through
the Librarian, Jack Thompson. A further £1,500 will be given after
Christmas to purchase computing equipment to enable access to the library catalogues and other electronic resources emanating from Masonic institutions across the world. Obviously access to the Library
& Museum resources at Great Queen Street will one of the first to be
(Continued on page 11)
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made available. Any further donations will be used for developing
more research facilities at the Sheffield Masonic Hall.
A few statistics for those interested in such matters: - 72
lodges (or study circles/conferences) have received the 2009 Prestonian Lecture in the following Constitutions:
England: (33 provinces to date); Canada: British Colombia and
the Yukon—Alberta; U.S.A.:—California—Virginia—New Jersey—Maryland—
Washington DC—New York—Indiana—Ohio—Michigan
- Massachusetts; Poland; Scotland; Ireland; Italy (RGLI); New South
Wales; India; France (GLNF); Greece; Spain
May I wish you all a very Happy Christmas and Prosperous New
Year!
Sincerely and Fraternally
John Wade IPM, Quatuor Coronati Lodge No. 2076
Prestonian Lecturer, 2009
j.wade@sheffield.ac.uk
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Prestonian Dinner and Lecture September 2009
For more photos visit the “Photo Gallery” on the Grand Lodge Web Page
http://www.freemasons.ab.ca

Members of the Central Valley of the Lodge of Perfection are reminded that
the January 18th meeting will be a Ladies night. Check the Summons for
times and costs. Its time to show a little New Year Love.
Visiting Red Deer on a Wednesday around lunch time? - drop into JB’s Lounge at the Black
Knight Inn and join us for a steak Sandwich. There has been a group of Masons getting there
every Wednesday for some 10 years. When we are not recovering from a morning of golf, we
are solving the worlds problems - always looking for new view points.
Allegory: Freemasonry has been called a beautiful system of morality, veiled in
allegory and illustrated by symbols. Allegory is from two Greek words and means,
"story within a story" — a story told as a fact, but here expressing the doctrine of immortality. Allegory, parable, fable, myth, legend, tradition, are
correlative terms. The myth may be founded on fact; the legend and tradition
more probably are founded on fact, but the allegory, parable, fable, are not.
Yet they may be "true" if "true" is not taken to mean factual. "In the night of
death hope sees a star and love can hear the rustle of a wing" is beautifully
true allegory, but not factual. All allegories may contain truth, without being
fact.
MSA, Symbols
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SYMBOLISM OF THE WINDING STAIRCASE
Freemasonry is purported to be a beautiful system of morality, veiled in allegory and illustrated by symbols. One of the prominent allegorical symbols in Masonry is the Winding Staircase. It is the main symbol of the second or Fellowcraft Degree and is meant to be a replica of
the staircase found in King Solomon's Temple.
King Solomon's Temple was the House of God. The only reason for entering into it was to
come into His presence. Even though it was destroyed, the Temple has long fascinated Biblical
scholars and architects. The exact location of the Winding Staircase within King Solomon‟s
Temple is not well settled. Our Volume of the Sacred Law states: “The door for the middle
chamber was in the right side of the house; and they went up with winding stairs into the middle chamber, and out of the middle into the third.” Members of the Craft labored faithfully in
the mountains and quarries for six days. After proving themselves worthy by paying strict fidelity and attention to their labours, they were invested with certain mysterious signs, tokens
and words. The craftsmen passed through an outer porch, ascending the winding stairs and
passed through an outer and inner door to the middle chamber. The
mysterious signs, tokens and words allowed them to pass the guards or, in some accounts, the
Junior Warden. After gaining admission to the middle chamber the craftsmen gathered there to
receive their wages.
In Masonry it is taught that the Winding Staircase, or “Sacred Stairs” located in King Solomon's Temple led from the main floor to the middle chamber, where the fellows of the craft
were paid their wages. In Masonic tradition we are taught that the only way to enter the Middle Chamber is to pass through an outer porch, between two pillars, and up a flight of winding
stairs to reach the alter located in the middle chamber. The winding stairs to the middle chamber in the original Temple went off to the South, from just inside the porch and led toward the
West. Masonic Lodges are oriented on a symbolic east-west axis consistent with that of the
Temple, which was patterned after the tabernacle in the wilderness originally erected by
Moses. This orientation places the entrance in the symbolic West. In Masonic Lodges today
the Winding Staircase leads toward the pedestal in the East and thus must start from the North
toward the South to be in a relative position.
The Winding Staircase forms an important part of the Second or Fellowcraft Degree. The
Winding Staircase is divided into three sections. Each section and each step within each section has a different lesson. Each individual step has a special significance and a special
meaning attached to it. As Masonry is progressive, the Fellowcraft Degree is a continuation of
the Entered Apprentice Degree. It extends the plan of knowledge commenced in the first degree; it comprehends a more extensive system of learning, and inculcates, in our peculiar
method, the most important truths of science.
Much of the Symbolism in Masonry, including the Winding Staircase, is patterned after a book
(Continued on page 14)
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of Danduras, a bishop who died in 1296. Danduras wrote that the:
“Winding staircases, imitated from Solomon's Temple, which wind among the walls and point
out the hidden knowledge which they only have who ascend to celestial things. The Faithful
are the stone in the wall structure. All the stones are polished and squared, that is holy and
pure, and are built by the hands of Great Workman into an abiding place in the church. Again,
in the Temple of God, the foundation is Faith, which is conversant with unseen things: the roof
is charity, which covereth a multitude of sins. The door is obedience … the pavement is
humility, of which the Psalmist saith, „My Soul cleaveth to the pavement.‟ The four sides,
walls, are the four cardinal virtues – justice, fortitude, temperance, prudence. Hence the
Apocalypse saith, „The City lieth four-square.‟”
Life is said to be divided into three stages of youth, manhood and old age. In Masonic teaching, the Winding Staircase denotes three stages of life and is similarly divided into three sections, comprised of a series of three, five and seven steps. The number three, five and seven
have special significance in Masonry. The numbers are also said to refer to the three steps alluding to the three principal stages of human life: youth, manhood and old age.
The first section has three steps. This section, denoting youth, teaches preliminary lessons and
lays the foundation upon which a Mason lays his moral and Masonic edifice.
The Second section, comprises of five steps, denotes manhood. It builds on the foundation laid
in the previous section. The steps represent the five orders of architecture. These five steps
also have special reference to the human senses. The first of these senses are held in highest
esteem
among Masons. They are said to make up the three component parts of a complete man
(mental, physical and spiritual) which are represented by three columns. These columns are
the support of both man and the Lodge. These columns denote wisdom (to contrive – mental),
strength (to support – physical) and beauty (to adorn – spiritual). Ascending these five steps is
to ascend beyond the five senses. When our trust is in God, our faith is well founded. With
spiritual guidance, one need not rely on the material guidance of the five senses. As we ascend
from five to seven steps, we ascend above the material to the mental plane.
The third section is made up of seven steps and represents the ascension from manhood to old
age. The steps continue the building of the individual Mason's education and refer to the seven
liberal arts and sciences. These are, in ascending order on the staircase: grammar, rhetoric,
logic, arithmetic, geometry, music and astronomy. Of these, Masonry regards geometry as the
most noble, and “is the basis on which the superstructure of Freemasonry is erected.”
The journey to the Middle Chamber, like so many other teachings in Freemasonry, is based
upon one of the legends connected with the building of King Solomon's Temple. The Fellow(Continued on page 15)
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craft Mason, symbolically advancing from youth to manhood, is to receive his intellectual
education. The Winding Staircase may mean different things to each individual Fellowcraft.
However, the several steps symbolize the slow, arduous task of building the edifice of a Mason's character, the development of his self-discipline and his movement closer to God.
In addition to their instruction in natural, mathematical and metaphysical science, the steps of
The Winding Staircase, like all Masonic symbols, are illustrations of discipline and doctrine.
The Winding Staircase invites the Fellowcraft to commence his Masonic labour by ascending
the stairs. There he will receive discipline and instruction. He must begin his difficult ascent
and research, which in the end gives him Divine Truth. To obtain his own self-improvement, a
man must not stand still in life to become worthy of his vocation or his destiny.
The Winding Staircase provides a portion of the Masonic building known as “Character” ultimately to ascend to the Sanctum Sanctorum in which our souls find rest. To climb the winding
stairs implies “Faith.” Thus a Fellowcraft Mason represents a man starting forth on his journey
of life, with the great task before him of self-improvement. Faithful performance of his task
will give reward to the development of all his intellectual faculties, moral and spiritual elevation of his character, as well as the acquisition of truth and knowledge. The Winding Staircase
is a symbol of the growth and mental and spiritual life, of learning, study and enlarging horizons, and is a symbol of courage of Masonic character.
Throughout his journey, a Mason contemplates all he receives and continues onward up the
Winding Staircase, not knowing what is around the next turn. Because he is a man, a Mason
must climb to receive his wages. His lifelong journey is climbing upward and onward to the
Middle Chamber. It is at this point, after he has matured and has reached Masonic old age, he
learns the reward and learns that Truth consists of a perfect knowledge of the Great Architect
of the Universe.
The Winding Staircase denotes the necessity for a courageous ascent. Because of its winding,
the stairs do not disclose what is ahead. One must face the unknown in life with courage. The
Fellowcraft Degree, as a whole, is a symbol of manhood, and the Winding Staircase denotes
the courage needed for manhood. Masonic writer Carl F. Claudy tells us:
“It requires more courage to face the unknown than the known. A straight stair, a ladder, hides
neither secret nor mystery at its top. But the stairs which wind hide each step from the climber;
what is just around the corner is unknown. The winding stairs of life lead us to we know not
what; for some of us a Middle Chamber of fame and fortune; for others, one of pain and frustration. The Angel of Death may stand with drawn sword on the very next step for any of us.
Yet man climbs.”
The Winding Staircase has been used to describe a level of psychological consciousness relating to the body, soul and spirit. It is considered among the most complicated of the Craft's
(Continued on page 16)
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symbols as they define various levels of consciousness, from consciousness of the physical
body at the bottom to that of the spirit and divinity at the top.
Thus, as one ascends the stairs and passes through the Veil and sees the Sacred Symbol of the
Middle Chamber, he will understand that the end of all human endeavour is to reach the Divine.
This ascent by a winding staircase to the place where the wages of labour are to be received
has also been described as an allegory to teach us the ascent of the mind from ignorance to
knowledge and from darkness to light. Through the toils and difficulties of study and
obtaining knowledge, by receiving only a little at a time, adding something at each step, we
culminate manhood at the Middle Chamber of Life, where the reward is attained. It is here that
the purified and elevated intellect is invested with the reward in the direction of how to seek
God and God‟s Truth. This is the true design of Speculative Freemasonry and the only design
which makes it worthy of a good or wise man's study. While the original legend may be lacking in historical details, its symbols and allegories are fertile with instruction.
A Fellowcraft Mason is called to advance as on a Winding Staircase, to that balanced wisdom
of life in which the senses, emotion, intellect, character and habits are knit together in unity. If
he properly equips himself, he will not falter from his toil or from beneath his burdens. His
competency as a human being will equal the demands placed upon him.
The Winding Staircase presents an extensive range of moral and speculative inquiry. In ascending the steps the Fellowcraft Mason should pause and consider his progress, as well as the
important lessons which are inculcated in him at each step.
The lessons learned from the Winding Staircase, as a whole, and from each individual step are
different for each Mason. Each Masons must climb, although his individual experiences may
vary. By first focusing his study on the literal teachings and explanations of each step, a Mason
builds a foundation for the more symbolic lesson that the Winding Staircase present. Most importantly, the Winding Staircase teaches Masons how to make the courageous progress from
symbolic youth to mature old age. It is a difficult ascent, but the reward is great. Faithful
adherence to Masonic labours during his life will permit a Mason to reach the peace found in
the Middle Chamber, and on that final day, to rest and receive his wages with the blessing that
all Masons long to hear:
Well done, good and faithful Brother, well done!
This essay was originally published with endnotes in Volume XXXV of the Transactions, Texas
Lodge of Research. It was re-published in this form in The Short Talk Bulletin, July, 2003 by
The Masonic Service Association of North America. It was also published in Masonic News,
Buffalo, New York, September-October, 2003.
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Congratulations to W Bro. Bill Douglas of Kenilworth #29 on
two of his research papers being published in the "The Ontario Mason Magazine" - fall 2010 issue. This colour magazine is published by the Grand Lodge of Canada In the Province of Ontario.
Back Issues of the Magazine can be found at;

http://www.grandlodge.on.ca/OntarioMason
If you are interested in reading Bro. Douglas's papers they
were first published in "The Beacon" and can be found under "Back Issues 2008" at:

http://www.mastermason.com/Beacon190/newsletter.htm
The papers are titled:
"Why Do Deacons Carry Wands" -Issue #10 dated October 2008
and
"Squaring The Lodge" - issue #9 dated September 2008.
Ironically, RW Bro. McBride, the Editor of the Ontario Masonic Magazine, also publishes an electronic email newsletter
under the title of "The Beacon" even though he acknowledges that we were using the name before he adopted it.

Check it out:
The December 2010 issue of the monthly “Small Town Texas Masons E-magazine”, is on the internet for
your reading pleasure at http://www.mastermason.com/STTM-Emag/.
For Texans this month’s issue features Ashley Lodge, #681 A.F.& A.M. and “James Butler Bonham” . It also
includes Texas story, “The Prince Hall Grand Lodge of Texas Has A Magazine Again” and 24 other stories
and news of interest to Freemasons.

Check it out:

The Mason
Official publication of The Grand Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons of North Carolina
Why? As summer approaches (?) many Brethren are dreaming about their motorcycles - check
out a new Lodge “Knights of Solomon #764 in Charlotte North Carolina. Its an affinity Lodge
where all members have a common interest - motorcycles.
http://www.epageflip.net/title/5206
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Concordant Bodies
Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite, Lodge of Perfection, Central Valley
Meetings: 3rd Tuesday, 8:00 pm
Freemason Hall, 4722 - 49B Ave, Lacombe, AB
Contact Vern Otto, 403-782-3988
Royal Arch, Lebanon #38
Meetings: Third Thursday
Apollo Lodge Hall, 5114-50 Ave Stettler, AB
Contact: Jim Lockhart, jlockhart@xplorenet.com 403-742-5775
Al Azhar Shriners - A.A.O.N.M.S. Red Deer Unit
Meetings - 3rd Wednesday
Freemason Hall, 4811-52nd Street, Red Deer, AB
Contact: Box 42, Red deer, AB, T4N 5E7
Club Pres. Dude Hughs dmhughes@xplornet.com 403-356-1807
1st Vice Glen English, glendonenglish@hotmail.com 403-314-2145
Mountain View #1 (Olds) 1st Tuesday
Venus #2 (Red Deer) 2nd Monday
Alexandra #4 (Lacombe) 2nd Tuesday
Victoria #14 (Stettler) 3rd Monday
Innisfail #37 (Innisfail) 1st Thursday
Battle River #47(Ponoka) 3rd Thursday
Note: the Lochearn Chapter of O.E.S. voted to shut down November 2011
Editor’s Comments: - This newsletter is not an official Masonic publication and does not express the policies or
opinions of any specific Masonic Lodge, District or Grand Lodge.
So go ahead and enjoy it as my gift to you. If you have any ideas or suggestions to improve it let me know - I will
always listen, I may not do anything about it, but I will listen. I would love to publish some of the stories from
around the District or even Alberta. Stories about individuals, Lodge happenings or histories of Lodges.
This newsletter will not be published in paper format, but feel free to print it out and pass on to a brother.
Are you your brother’s keeper? Several Masons in the
The subscription list for this newsletter came from the
District do not have access to computers &/or the Internet.
CDMEL (Central District Masonic Email List). If you
If you know of such a Bro. And you think this newsletter is
would rather not receive this Newsletter, let me know
worth while, why not print off a copy to pass on. Another
and I will remove your name - Your name will not be re- idea - if you would like a copy, but do not have a computer,
moved from the CDMEL unless you specifically request it. ask your son or grandson to print it for you - he may get an
idea of what it is you do at that secret Lodge!
If you would like to be added to the subscription list
send me an email.
W. Bro. Clark Johnston, Beacon #190, cjohnst@telus.net
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The Beacon - bookstore
The following books can be purchased on line at Natures Colours-Masonic Books, by following the link below or from links on the DDGM or Beacon web pages. Prices are in CAD funds. Digital versions are also
available. Payment can be made with Major Credit Cards through the secure PayPal payment system or contact me via email at cjohnst@telusplanet.net.

http://www.naturescolours.ca/masonic%20books.htm
Masonic Papers and Addresses, by Bro. James W. Roberts
MW Bro. James W. Roberts is a United Church Minister, a Past Grand Master of the Grand
Lodge of Alberta, a Mason for over 50 years, a Bro. & a Friend. This book is a collection of the
papers he has written and presented over 50 years; as Masonic Spring Workshop (Masonry In
The Mountains) theme speaker (three times), Grand Chaplin of the Grand Lodge Of Alberta (5
times), His Christmas Message for the Grand Lodge Bulletin (4 times) and his Inaugural & Final
presentations as Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of Alberta. As well it includes his presentation
to the Grand Lodge of Quebec on Freemasonry and Religion - submitted in November 1993 and
his address as Senior Grand Warden, to the Annual Inter-Provincial Conference of the Officers of
the Four Western Jurisdictions. The messages contained herein are as relevant to Masonry and
society today as they were when they were written and will prove inspirational to any one who
reads them.
Originally compiled by the late WBro Harry Noble of Britannia Lodge #18 , G.R.A.
Updated and re-published by WBro. C Johnston, Beacon #190 G.R.A.

This book also available from the Grand Lodge of Alberta Bookstore.
Masonic Etiquettes
Description: Etiquette and Protocol as it relates to Craft Lodges in Alberta, Canada. This is a re
-production of a book originally published in 1994. An excellent guide for Lodge Officers to
maintain the traditions of conduct within the Lodge and to trace the origins of some traditions.
(A portion of the proceeds from the sale of this book goes to Masonic Charities.)
Original manuscript of the late WBro Harry Noble of Britannia Lodge #18 , G.R.A.
Re-published by WBro. C Johnston, Beacon #190 G.R.A

This book also available from the Grand Lodge of Alberta Bookstore
History of the Grand Lodge of Alberta, 1905 - 1980
Description: This coil bound book is a reproduction of the hard covered book, by the same title, originally
published in the 1980s to commemorate the first 75 years of Freemasonry in Alberta, Canada. It is 154
pages with B&W photos which include pictures of the Grand Masters and Grand Secretaries as well as
historical photos. Also includes Lodge distribution graphics. This re-publication was done mainly to make
the manuscript available in a coil bound version and digital format. Coil bound and digital versions available from “The Beacon Bookstore on lulu.com.
Original manuscript of the late J.W. Collett, P.G.M., G.L.A.

. Hard cover original version is available from the Grand Lodge of Alberta - Bookstore
Freemasonry – A Way of Life
A WAY OF LIFE; a brief overview of what Freemasonry is and what it isn't. Of interest to
someone looking to find out more about the craft - with a view to joining.
HAVE YOU EVER CONSIDERED BECOMING A MASON; a series of questions and
explanations directed at someone considering Masonry and wondering if it is an organization suitable to their needs.
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